An astounding 98.74 percent of eligible staff apply for the Retirement Incentive Program

The corridors of Day Hall were jammed March 31 with droves of employees filing applications on the last day to apply for the Retirement Incentive Program (R.I.P.). University planners fear that sections of the campus may have to be re-purposed or even abandoned if more than 1,300 workers are granted the opportunity to make a wholesale exit by June 30.

Determined to make goal of $4 billion, Skorton takes “Far Above” campaign to streets of Collegetown

CALS and A&S team to create AAA

In the venerable tradition of the French Language Academy, Cornell has just received funding to open a brand new American Academy for Acronyms (AAA).

The scramble to find an appropriate location for the new AAA has already begun. University officials confirm they are scouting space in RPCC, WSH, ILR, CISER, and EHOB.

Editor's Note on Flawprint '09:

“Humor is one of the healthiest and most powerful methods to help provide perspective on life’s difficult experiences, and it is frequently shared during periods of crisis. Humor can help to make the crisis more manageable, and help us deal with the emotional turmoil.”

- Dr. Steven Sultanoff, from “Levity Defies Gravity: Using Humor in Crisis Situations”

McGraw Tower becomes new symbol of Cornell’s commitment to sustainability
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Tech Talk
Beth Goeler Lyons

Keyboards endanger physical, mental health, warn researchers

A study published in the monthly’s Journal of Ergonomic Studies points to keyboards as the culprit in common practice.

Ergonomic Studies points to keyboards as the culprit in common practice.

Move over building and hiring pauses, Cornell is about to unleash a new type of pause in the workplace.

A Passion for Pausing

Move over building and hiring pauses, Cornell is about to unleash a plethora of new pauses.

If you thought that two simultaneous pauses were disruptive, consider this. Please this new insight with the building and hiring pauses and the administration is working on a new agenda.

In all, two new pauses in the workplace for Cornell staff and students have been announced:

- To eliminate chewing gum and tobacco on campus, the university will be implementing a smoking ban.
- To reduce the number of employees who are using their smartphones while driving, the university will be requiring all employees to use hands-free devices while behind the wheel.

To provide synergy while reducing costs, the university will merge events with the PAWS PAUSE program.
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FOR SALE
Georgia peaches, California grown, $1.89/lb. Whirlpool built-in oven, frost-free. 1995 Camaro, red, 68K, runs good, but needs new motor. One pair barely used dentures, two teeth missing $100/oo. Mixing bowl set designed to please a cook with round bottom for efficient beating. Digital camera, Bin, film doesn’t fit, $100.

FOR RENT
2 BR apt., housemate needed, $200/mo plus utility, must enjoy garlic and tasseldermmy. GM chief executive’s office, quite comfortable, $20 billion/obo. 1.5 BR apt., cozy, some fire damage from an unsuccessful attempt to duplicate a Mythbusters episode, $450/mo.

WANTED
Used paint. Mildew fetishist seeks old raincoats or shower curtains, your trash is my treasure, no item too smelly or slimy. Spring Weather.

FREE
Yorkshire Terrier, 8 yrs. old, unpleas-ant little dog.

EVP Steve Golding contemplates budget woes by getting back to nature

DONNA GOSS

Early morning joggers at Cornell Plantations this past Saturday morning were met with an unusual sight. Executive Vice President Steve Golding had perched himself in a tree in the F.R. Newman Arboretum, refusing to respond to the urging of a concerned team of students out for a morning run.

Explained one student, “We tried to talk him down, but it’s like he’s just not hearing us. The dude just keeps mumbling numbers and counting on his fingers.”

After failed attempts to coax the EVP down from the tree top, CU Police were called in. Deputy Chief Kathy Zoner, who dealt successfully with tree-sitters during the “Redbud Woods” controversy, offered, “I think the stress and strain of the current economic situation has really gotten to him.”

Members of Cornell’s Environmental Health & Safety team were finally able to dislodge Golding late Saturday afternoon after sharing with him newspaper reports of recent modest gains in the stock market.

Tired of endless controversy, Architecture, Art, and Planning drops plans to build Milstein Hall; addition to be now constructed outside Cornell Quonset Hut

An artist’s illustration of how Milstein Hall will look at its proposed new site as an addition to one of the Cornell Quonset Huts, also known as Surge 3, on Judd Falls Road. Other Cornell locations considered for the $40+ million building were the rear of East Hill Plaza and McConville Barn.

Multitask your way to physical and financial health

By waste time? Next month CU Wellness will debut an innovative service for busy Cornellians who want to make the most of their limited lunch hour. A new “Waist and Wallet Workout” will feature a pulse-raising aerobic work-out on a treadmill while the exerciser simultaneously receives a consultation from a financial advisor on the next treadmill. “We feel this will address dual concerns of our members, and are exploring other possibilities of simultaneous activities,” explained Beth McKinney, Wellness director.

Another upcoming initiative in conjunction with Cornell United Religious Work (CURW) is “Spirit & Sweat: Sermons and Steppers,” a bold plan to replace a portion of the pews in Sage Chapel with elliptical step machines.

Think Spring!

Pawprint

Picks

SUNDAY, MAY 24
(3-5 PM)
Cornell Commencement Afternoon Auction

Seeing a heretofore untapped opportunity, the university will stage a giant auction while the campus is flooded with 40,000 individuals celebrating the graduation of the Class of 2009. Among the university’s prized possessions to be auctioned off to raise funds are the Cornell mace (pictured), the Zamboni and the 2 Naked Guys sculpture currently at the Johnson Museum.

A one-way fare to Oklahoma where your adventure begins. Experience first hand the Dust Bowl and retrace the westward route the Joads took to California’s Central Valley. Stay at migrant labor camps and cook your own meals in a can around a campfire. Note that travelers who bring their own tin cups will be given a discount.

Check out the Web site for trip details!

CORNELL RECREATION CONNECTION

Your Connection to Fun!

Fall 2009 $999
“Grapes of Wrath” Theme Trip

Inspired by this year’s New Student Reading Program selection, CRC is pleased to offer this unique opportunity.

Price includes one-way fare to Oklahoma where your adventure begins. Experience first hand the Dust Bowl and retrace the westward route the Joads took to California’s Central Valley. Stay at migrant labor camps and cook your own meals in a can around a campfire. Note that travelers who bring their own tin cups will be given a discount.

Check out the Web site for trip details!

Employee Outreach Desk • 255-7565
130 Day Hall • crm54@cornell.edu
www.crc.cornell.edu
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